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NMR Study of Ortho-Para Conversion at High Pressure in Hydrogen
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We have studied ortho-para conversion of hydrogen to high pressures in a diamond anvil cell
NMR. The conversion rate equation is modified for high temperatures to include a first order pr
related to the known quadratic rate constant. The rate constant which is1.9%yh at zero pressure, rises
dips, and then increases to58%yh at our highest pressure, 12.8 GPa. [S0031-9007(98)07610-8]

PACS numbers: 62.50.+p, 67.80.Jd
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Molecular hydrogen has the remarkable property
having two species, ortho and para, due to the requirem
that the wave function be antisymmetric under exchan
of the spin-12 protons. The single-molecule wave func
tions for para-hydrogen (p-H2) have nuclear spin 0 and
even rotational states with quantum numbersJ, M, while
ortho-hydrogen (o-H2) has total spin 1 and odd rotationa
states [1]. Since at low temperature, para is a spherica
symmetric molecular state in theJ  0 free rotor state,
while ortho is in the orientationally nonuniformJ  1
states, solids of the two species have profound diffe
ences, both in their structures and excitation spectra.
recent years there have been extensive studies of pha
of hydrogen at high pressure with little knowledge of th
ortho-para (o-p) concentration, except perhaps for limit
ing values. As there is a continuous variation of orth
concentration between 0 and 1, there is a continuum
phase diagrams which should be labeled by their ort
concentration. In this Letter we report an NMR study o
theo-p conversion rate constant as a function of pressu
or density to 12.8 GPa (128 kbar).

Pure solid o-H2 converts towards equilibrium at a
rate of 1.9%yh at zero pressure [1–4]. Low pressur
studies (to,0.6 GPa) have shown the rate constant
increase to several percentyh [1–4] and then decrease
[3–4]. There are two fundamental methods of measu
ing o-p conversion: (1) the method we have used, NMR
the ortho molecules withI  1 contribute to the nuclear
magnetization and thus the NMR signal, while theI  0
molecules do not, and (2) measurement of the heating d
to conversion energy liberated and absorbed by the latti
The NRM method should remain valid to the highest pre
sures as the nuclear states are expected to be little p
turbed by pressure until the molecules dissociate into t
atomic state, which is expected at multimegabar pressu
[5]. The highest previous NMR study of hydrogen in
diamond anvil cell (DAC) was to 6.8 GPa [6], buto-p
conversion rates were not measured. We have develo
a novel pulsed NMR system [7] allowing us to studyo-p
conversion in a DAC. Although the rate constant is on
2%yh at our lowest pressure of 4 GPa, it rapidly increase
rising to58%yh at our highest pressure.
0031-9007y98y81(19)y4180(4)$15.00
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A recent study by Eggertet al. [8,9] reportso-p con-
version rate data at pressures above 100 GPa, show
data to 25 GPa. They used the ratio of the Raman
tensities of the rotational lines to determine theo-p con-
centration. In the region of overlap our results agree w
theirs at low pressure but deviate substantially at pressu
above about 8 GPa. Earlier work using this method
study conversion in deuterium to pressures higher than
broken symmetry phase transition (28 GPa) was not p
lished, because reliable results could not be obtained [1
Knowledge of the rotational states as a function of pre
sure is vital for interpretation of this type of data. At low
pressure the Raman method is known to yield accurate
sults. This is due to the valid usage of the Van Vleck su
rule which greatly simplifies relating theory and exper
ment. This states that the integrated intensity of the tra
sitions is independent of the quantum states used as l
as the transitions are from one complete manifold of sta
to another, and a sum is made over all states of the ma
folds (J  1 and 0) [11]. At high pressure, the spherica
harmonic rotational states become mixed [12,13], so t
the Van Vleck sum rule is not applicable, thus requiring
very sophisticated analysis as the rotational states dep
both on density, phase, and temperature. Unlike the
clear states, the orientational states are highly deform
by pressure so that interpretation of conversion data
this method is demanding and requires a new analysis.

Intrinsic o-p conversion in solid hydrogen was firs
studied theoretically by Motizuki and Nagamiya [14
Conversion involves a change of nuclear spin as well
rotation state. The microscopic mechanism for convers
of a central ortho molecule is magnet field gradien
arising from the magnetic dipolar fields of neighborin
ortho molecules. At modest temperatures the central or
molecule is in thejIm; JMl  j1m; 1Ml state and converts
to the j00; 00l state. Since conversion depends on t
presence of another ortho molecule, the rate equation
second order in the ortho concentrationc,

dc
dt

 2Kc2 , (1)

whereK is the conversion rate constant. In the conversi
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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process energy must be conserved. The energy chang
primarily the rotational energyBJsJ 1 1d which changes
by 2BykB  170.7 K, whereB is the rotational constant.
This energy is taken up by the lattice via phonon emissio
or absorption. At zero pressure the rate is quite slo
as it is bottlenecked by a low density of final state
At this pressure two phonons are required to conser
energy. Berlinsky [15] developed the theory of conversio
for modest increases in pressure. He found that a sm
pressure change increases the phonon energy, so that si
phonons can conserve energy with a resulting increa
in the rate constant, as observed experimentally [2–
However, the rate constant is expected to peak and then
as the phonon density of states at the conversion ene
decreases with rising pressure. Silvera [5] has propos
that the rate again increases due both to stronger sp
spin coupling with higher pressure, but mainly due t
the availability of rotational states which should be mor
strongly coupled than the phonons and take over the ro
of final states energy conservation in a conversion even

Our experimental system consists of a nonmagne
beryllium copper DAC [16] in the bore of a high homo-
geneity superconducting magnet in a helium bath, alo
with a homemade quadrature pulsed NMR spectrome
described in Ref. [7]. The DAC can be varied in tempera
ture from 1.2 K to above room temperature. Pressure w
determined using the ruby fluorescence scale [17] to a p
cision of 0.15 GPa at the highest pressures. At pressu
below 100 GPa hydrogen is known to be quasihydrostat
so we expect pressure variation across the sample to
quite small. We have developed a new geometry f
doing NMR with enhanced sensitivity in a DAC, reporte
in detail elsewhere [7]. Our gasket is made of rheniu
metal, but instead of a disc shaped hole for the samp
we machined a keyhole shaped hole and filled the slot
the “keyhole” with an insulator, so that the sample is con
fined in the circular section. In this way an rf field norma
to the gasket can fully penetrate the sample resulting in
large filling factor. Although the gasket itself can be use
as a single-loop inductor, we used a separate, simila
shaped copper inductor above the gasket to couple the
signal in and out of the sample. This was part of anLC
tank circuit which was connected to matching and tun
ing circuitry at low temperature which could be adjuste
in situ by mechanical rods extending outside of the cryo
stat. We estimate an enhanced sensitivity of 50–100.

We used beveled diamonds with300 mm diameter
culet flats; the initial gasket hole diameter was 205 an
120 mm thick. We estimate that1 3 1017 molecules
were in the resulting sample. The DAC was carefull
cooled, and high purity hydrogen gas was condensed a
sealed in the gasket hole. The main impurity in th
sample was a very small concentration of the isotopesD2
and HD, which do not have a significant effect on th
conversion of hydrogen. We studiedo-p conversion at a
series of pressures up to 12.8 GPa. We had earlier load
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a sample of hydrogen to 25 GPa, but this had significa
impurity signals and could not be reliably interpreted
The experimental measurements described below we
taken over a period of seven weeks.

The strategy for studyingo-p conversion takes advan-
tage of the known equilibriumo-p concentration in which
the ortho concentrationc is almost 0.75 at room tempera-
ture, 0.493 at liquid nitrogen temperature (77.3 K), an
is essentially 0 below 20 K (0.001 75 at 20.4 K). The
sample was brought to equilibrium at 77.3 K, so that th
concentration was known, and an NMR signal was me
sured to calibrate the signal voltage in terms of concentr
tion. The sample was then rapidly lowered in temperatu
below 20 K, the signal immediately measured and the
sampled in regular time intervals as it converted toward
the new equilibrium. When the conversion constant wa
determined, the sample pressure was then changed.
sample was then rapidly warmed to a new temperatu
and the pressure and NMR spectra were measured a
converted towards its new equilibrium. We expect th
rotational spectrum to change at high pressure and the
fore the equilibriumo-p concentration. This can be mea-
sured by changing the pressure of an equilibrium samp
at a fixed temperature for which the equilibrium concen
tration, ceq, is nonzero and observing the change to th
new equilibrium. This would be an interesting phenom
ena to study and may require a focused experiment
the changes may be small and occur only at higher pre
sures. We saw no evidence of such a change within o
noise limits, although it was not carefully studied for al
pressures. Finally, we mention here that there is an o
entational order-disorder line for hydrogen which depend
on concentration and pressure [18]. For pure ortho, orde
ing takes place at 2.8 K at zero pressure and the transit
temperature scales as the5

3 power of the density. We
found a change in the NMR spectrum when we entere
the ordered phase, as expected. However, in the pres
work we restricted our studies to the disordered phase,
we expect the conversion rate to depend on the state
order [19]. We carried out the low temperature studie
above the estimated critical temperature.

In all previous reported studies ofo-p conversion,
the sample was allowed to convert to a low temperatu
equilibrium so that Eq. (1) was used to fit the data. In ou
work we also allow the sample to convert to equilibrium
at high temperatures so thatceq is nonzero. In this case
there is also a first order conversion rate term as requir
for detailed balance and the rate equation becomes

dc
dt

 2Kc2 1 K 0cs1 2 cd

 2Kcsc 2 ceqdys1 2 ceqd . (2)

Here K 0 is the back conversion rate constant for th
change of a para molecule to an ortho due to an ort
neighbor. The second expression is found by solvin
4181
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FIG. 1. An FID and a spin echo at 200 MHz. The pulse
were 2.5 ms long with a 25 ms delay for the echo pulse.
The spectrometer is blanked off for approximately4 ms after
a pulse.

K 0 in terms of K at equilibrium, wheredcydt is zero
and c  ceq; the equation can be integrated analytical
for comparison with experiment. In the back-conversio
process a para molecule in the presence of a spect
ortho is converted to ortho.

To determine the ortho concentration we studied NM
free induction decays (FIDs) as well as spin echoe
Both are expected to have Gaussian line shapes in
temperature range we studied [20] with a peak amplitu
proportional to the magnetization [21]. In Fig. 1 we sho
an FID and a spin echo atT  19.7 K for hydrogen
at a pressure of 7.1 GPa for the two channels of o
quadrature NMR spectrometer. Much stronger echo
were observed at 4.2 K, but the FID was distorted d
to the orientational ordering. The echo signal could be
to a Gaussian modulated by a sine function [22]. Idea
the magnetization would be determined from the pe
of the echo. In hydrogenT2 is of the order of a few
microseconds, and as a consequence the echo is hig
attenuated if the echo timet is longer thanT2, which is
the case. On the other hand, in our spectrometer we
a single coil for the pulse and detection. The receiv
is blanked off for about4 mm after the pulse ends, so
that we cannot observe the peak of the FID. Sin
the FID has a much larger signal than the echo, we
the tail of the FID to the product of a Gaussian an
a sine to determine the peak value and, thus, the or
concentration. The dominant error in the concentrati
determination is then the error in the fit to a Gaussia
In Fig. 2 we show results for the measurement ofc21 vs
time at pressures of 10.4 and 12.8 GPa from which w
extract conversion constants. In the lower pressure c
conversion is towards an equilibrium concentration
almost zero while the higher pressure measurement is
conversion towards a nonzero equilibrium value,ceq 
0.228. In Fig. 3 we show the pressure dependence
the conversion rate constant and have included data fr
4182
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FIG. 2. A plot of 1yc vs time for measurements at high and
low temperatures. The lines are fits to the data using Eqs.
and (2).

other researchers. The error bars here are determined
the fit to the rate equation and are one sigma values. No
that the error bars are large for some pressures and sm
for others. In general, this is due to the temperature
the measurement. The concentration is highest at 77.3
(the highest temperature we studied), but the signal
proportional to the magnetization times the circuitQ. The
magnetization scales asT21 due to the Boltzmann factor,
while the Q scales roughly asT21y2, so that the signal
scales ascyT3y2. The two highest pressure points (Fig. 2
were determined at 17 and 50 K and thus have a larg
relative error than other points.

The conversion rate is seen to increase and th
decrease with rising pressure below 1 GPa, as explain
in the introduction. At our lowest pressure point, th

FIG. 3. The rate constant vs density (r0  0.04318 moley
cm3) and pressure; the earlier data is from Refs. [2–4]. Th
lines are guides to the eye.
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conversion rate has reduced to around the zero press
value. The rapid increase with increasing pressure see
our data is most likely due to a new final states channel
which a density of rotational states shifts to lower energ
and can perform in the energy conserving role.

In Fig. 3 we show the deviations between our resu
and those of Eggertet al. and Hemleyet al. [8,9] who
studied conversion in hydrogen using Raman scatteri
At low pressures our measurements are in agreeme
while for pressure points above 10 GPa our rate const
values are about twice theirs. We remark that NMR
a fundamental technique for this type of study, where
the theory for a Raman study at high pressures whe
J is no longer a good quantum number has not y
been developed. Not only are the rotational states hig
distorted by pressure, but the rotational excitations over
a phonon mode with strong mode mixing, which mu
be carefully considered in use of the Van Vleck su
rule. Since the techniques used by Eggertet al. are not
discussed in detail, it is useful to discuss other possib
sources for the deviations. Since our rates are higher
the higher pressure region), one might suspect impuriti
as impurity conversion can only increase the rate. W
were careful to avoid impurities in our sample. Ou
gasket and gasket materials were nonmagnetic. Ev
so, magnetic impurities can introduce a transient rap
conversion in the region around the impurity whil
the bulk conversion is minimally affected. Schmid
[23] saw little effect on the conversion rate constant
ambient pressure with a hydrogen sample that includ
20% paramagnetic oxygen. Furthermore, if our samp
was contaminated we would expect disagreement for
pressures, which is not the case. Another explanat
might be that conversion was measured at differe
temperatures. Our work was performed near or belo
77.3 K. At higher temperatures we expect the conversi
rate to change as theJ  2 level is thermally occupied,
so that conversion involves theJ  2 and 1 rotational
states (rather than 1 and 0), and therefore the fin
states energy is4B rather than2B, so that different
conversion channels are open for conserving ener
This would most likely increase the rate constant. A
low temperature, orientational ordering will effect th
rate constant; all of our work was carried out in th
disordered state. Berlinsky’s calculation was carried o
for very low pressure with decay to two-phonon fina
states. The change of the conversion rate is not negligib
but his calculation does not apply to the high pressu
regime. Finally, we mention that at low temperatur
quantum diffusion of ortho can lead to clustering an
formation of pairs, so that the distribution in the lattice
nonrandom. In this case an ortho molecule has more th
the average number of ortho neighbors and the convers
rate increases, leading to upward curvature in a1yc vs
ure
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time plot [23]. In such a case in order to extract the rat
constant a more complex analysis must be implemente
However, in our study, to within experimental accuracy
we observed only linear behavior in such plots.
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